
The Ampair 600 DC is used worldwide for its reliability in extreme 
remote-site conditions. The 24 and 48V regulators provide a 
wide range of  performance data - essential for monitoring . 
Powerful - Exceptional performance in both low and 
high winds 
Controlled - PowerFurltm pitch control technology 
allowing continued operation in high winds.  

Quiet - Rigid blade design prevents vibration and 
noise associated with ‘floppy’ blades
Durable - Ampair’s legendary marine grade build 
quality and four decades of continual innovation.

Turbine type      Three blade upwind generator  

Swept area    2.2m2 (1.76m diameter 69”)  

Weight  16kg

Cut in speed   1.5 m/s (3.3mph)

Materials       Cast aluminium body - marine grade fixings

Generator type Permanent magnet, three phase, brushless 
generator  

Voltage options 24v or 48v controller versions including  am-
meter, voltmeter, fuses, dumploads stopswitch, 
RS252/Ethernet & guyed towers.

Mounting Wide range of free standing and  building 
integrated mountings

Survival wind speed     70m/s (136 knots) - 3 sec gust

The Voyager VW50 regulator package is a single input 
channel and single output channel combination rectifier 
and regulator for use with the Ampair 600 wind turbine. It 
uses advanced three-stage pulse width modulated (PWM) 
charging with optional temperature compensation driven by 

the integrated Tristar TS 45 charge controller. The regulator’s 
wall mounted, steel cabinet incorporates rectifiers, heat 
sinks, dump loads, stop switch, ammeter, voltmeter and 
battery fuses. A wide range of system data can be extracted 
using the RS232 or Ethernet data port included on the Tristar.

Power curveTechnical specification 

Battery charge control / regulator
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Ampair  600 DCR



Ampair  600 DC
Installation 

 The on-board Tristar charge contoller is ca-
pable of  producing and logging a range of 
valuable system status parameters such as 
turbine current, battery voltage, peak cur-
rent, total power generated etc

Whether you wish to use a home 
network, GSM, mobile broadband or 
a satellite modem - Ampair has the 
experience to deliver your monitor-
ing solution.

Monitoring signals / data output
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Mounting Options 
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Mid hinge masts - available in 8, 10 and 12 meters for both 
flanged or rooted foundations.

Guyed masts - available in various sizes, please contact Ampair 
to find out more.

Rapid deploy mast
5.5 and 7.5 meters can 
be ground anchored or 
weighted.

Building mounted 
options - multiple 
options available 
including the 
non-penetrating 
roof mount
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